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Chapter 20
Experimental Aircraft Association
San Carlos, CA.
EAA MISSION & VISION

620 Skyway 94070
www.eaa20.com

Grow Participation
It's about passion, camaraderie, that ol' can-do spirit, and a grassroots way of
sharing our love of aviation with others. EAA works tirelessly to grow participation
in aviation and build our next generation of aspiring aviators.

Meetings 7:00 PM 2nd Tues each month
Next Regular Meeting: June 12th

May 2018
Newsletter

Included in this issue:
• Spring BBQ in sight!
• RV-12 Club adds new
Rans Coyote II
• Young Eagles Report

Meeting location:
Hiller Museum, 601 Skyway Rd.
San Carlos, CA 94070

SPRING BBQ COMING UP FAST
Saturday June 16
1200, Oliver’s Hangar
Right after Young Eagles
See page 3 next

I’ll be back from my eastern travel just in time to attend and enjoy our expanded
Chapter 20 BBQ on June 16 at my hangar. Hope you all will invite family and friends
to join us. We hope to make this a signature event and are looking for folks from
other EAA chapters to join us. Come on out to meet them!
Don Cooper will be looking for help with many of the tasks and requirements to
plan, setup, serving, and clean up. Please contact Don if you are available to help.
See you around the patch!............Oliver

Chapter President
Oliver Coolidge
650 464 9294
olivercoolidge@gmail
.com

Chapter VP

Chapter Secretary
Sandra Kwan

Don Cooper
(650) 815-6704
thermaldon@gmail.com sandra.w.kwan@gmail.com
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Treasurer
Alan Groves
650 823 8976
agroves@tsoft.com
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EAA20 SPRING BBQ SAT. JUNE 16 1200 HRS
All are invited
•Members
•Family
•Friends
•Guests
Dress casual

Great food, great weather, and
special people

Menu:
•Burgers/Hot Dogs + all the fixin’s
•Potato salad
•Baked beans
•Soft drinks & water

Prepared by
internationally
acclaimed chefs

LOCATION
Oliver’s Hangar # A-46 on
the West Side

Directions
•Exit 101 eastbound at Holly
•Right turn at Airport Way
•Immediate right turn at Skyway
•Past Hiller Museum to next airfield gate.
3
•Parking in adjacent lots
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RV-12 Build Project Update
Progress continues at a brisk clip on the RV-12. The fuselage is about half
completed. The Finish Kit is scheduled to ship the last week in May. It
includes the gear, interior cockpit carpets, seat covering, etc. The word
"Finishing" is a bit misleading in that the engine and avionics still need to be
added after the finishing kit. All in all, we are shooting to have the RV-12 in
the air by year end.
Moving RV-12 empennage
to mezzanine of build
hanger - May 26th

The word is getting
out that Chapter 20
is having a lot of fun
building the Van's
RV-12.
Hardly a
build session goes
by without a new
person visiting to
"see what this is all
about?".
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As mentioned earlier, a Chapter 20 member donated a Ran's Coyote to the
Chapter. The Flying 12 Club, which was organized to buy the Van's RV-12
from the Club, is buying the Ran's from the Chapter while the Van's is being
completed. This will get a number of the adult mentors on the build team into
the air while the Van's is being completed.
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May Meeting report
Our May meeting was a great success and had over 30 folks in attendance. Special
welcome to our new visitors as well as our returning guests. We’ll include a
snippet about these folks in our next NL write-up.
New Visitors: Danny Noonan, David Williams, Russ Petterson, Steve McAdams, Bob
Kuykendall and Tom Binsfeld.
Returning guests from KHAF: Nick & Lisa Shmel, and Grayson Colby
We started with our relatively
“new” traditional pizza social
courtesy of Costco. At the same
time, we were entertained by the
static display of the SeaRey
aircraft that was flown in by Tom
Binsfeld of California SeaRey out
of Chico as part of our evening
presentation along with chapter
members Bruno Martin and Curt
Taylor.
After consuming the
goods, it was time for the
presentation by the team who is
looking for other interested
chapter members who would like
to “partner” in a SeaRey,
purchase the kits and build up.
The presentation and partnership
info is included as a link on our
EAA CH20 website as well as link
in the May newsletter.
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May Meeting report (Cont.)
After the presentation, Oliver and
Don briefly went over some chapter
items, Build-A-Plane project, Rans
Coyote addition to the flying club,
YE activities and the upcoming
“Grand” BBQ still on track for
Saturday, June 16th, 2018 from
Noon onwards. Look for more info
in the newsletter as well including a
volunteer sign-up sheet.

Our chapter has been
extremely busy in 2018
with all the events and
activities going on. We
encourage all members
and
guests
to
participate when and
where they can and if
possible, sign up to
sponsor or lead an
activity as this is what
helps our chapter
continue to grow.
Best, ………Don Cooper

Don Cooper
Chapter Vice President
& YE Coordinator
thermaldon@gmail.com
650-815-6704
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CH20 Booth @ KHAF - Pacific Coast
Dream Machines 4/29/18
EAA CH20 participated in the 28th annual Pacific
Coast Dream Machines event held at the Half Moon
Bay Airport (KHAF) on Sunday, April 29th, 2018. For
anyone who hasn’t experienced the show, it’s a
conglomeration of “Magnificent Machines” ranging
from world-class tricked-out cars to fantastic flying
machines to motorcycles, skydiving, free-style
motocross and quirky contraptions. Of course,
there’s no shortage of food vendors as well. The
sole purpose of the event is to benefit the Coastside
Adult Day Health Center. The Half Moon Bay Pilots
Association (HMBPA) has been helping with
coordination for the event by marshalling aircraft as
they come and go from the event as well as most of
the efforts on the North Field (A/C area).

Since KHAF is in my “backyard” so to speak as I live in El Granada, I signed our chapter up for one
of the non-profit booth slots meaning, there was not out-of-pocked expenses to the chapter and
we received free entrance and parking passes to the event. Additionally, I was able to recruit a
few members from our chapter to come out and lend a hand with our Information Booth to
showcase what our chapter does, just over the hill. Sandra Kwan & Karl Paulin helped with the
booth, fielded questions about our Young Eagle and Young Aviator programs as well our Chapter.
Member John Gould and two of his colleagues (Mike Reynolds & Bob Bowen) who were initially
going to fly-in to support our booth couldn’t find a “VFR” corridor over the hills so they ended up
driving to the event a bit later. Willie Turner of Hiller Aviation Museum was in and out as he was
providing volunteer support for the air activities.
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CH20 Booth @ KHAF Pacific Coast Dream
Machines 4/29/18
The logistics planning, setting up and running a
chapter informational booth are pretty easy as our
chapter already possesses all the basics: Members
(volunteers), a 10x10 pop-up tent, CH 20 banners,
EAA provided brochures, balsa wood airplanes for
the kids courtesy of San Carlos Airport Ops, and
other items. I simply loaded up my SUV the night
before from our hangar (A45S) in San Carlos. Oh
yea, the ice chest too with drinks and snacks.

So, the take-away here is our chapter can
participate in a variety of events with an EAA CH 20
Informational Booth and a few members so we
should be looking out for opportunities to showcase
our chapter. Eventually, the sun did come out and
warm us up after enduring the typical lingering
coastal marine layer with a North wind chill factor.
All in all, we had a great time, made contacts and
invited them to our chapter and of course, saw
some really cool aircraft!

Thanks again to Sandra, Karl, John,
Mike, Bob and Willie for their
support!

Don Cooper
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Chapter Vice President
& YE Coordinator
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Visit to UAL Technical
Operations Center
and US Coast Guard SFO
Facility
EAA CH20 members were invited to a tour of the United Airlines (UAL) Technical Operations Center,
Maintenance Facility and the US Coastguard Hangar based at SFO on Saturday, April 28th, 2018. This
excited opportunity was provided courtesy of our UAL STEM Outreach Contact and Pilot, Capt. Kelvin
Sherman who reached out to our chapter months prior, attended one of our chapter gatherings,
toured our Build-A-Plane project and met chapter members as well as got a pass-down on our Young
Eagle program. Kelvin communicated how UAL was interested in establishing a “grass-roots” effort to
help promote STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering & Math) education efforts in schools and
partnering with programs (such as ours – CH20) that could help cultivate the next generation(s) of
students interested in pursuing careers in the aviation industry.

Both young and mature aviation enthusiasts
alike were excited to see the various elements of
the maintenance hub ranging from the Avionics
dept., heavy equipment and machinery, oversize
auto-clave and composites lab, engine haul-out
test stands and scaffolding and of course the
aircraft hangars and aircraft themselves. There’s
just no substitute for seeing the hardware up this
close and personal.
After touring the
maintenance hub, we were treated to a box
lunch and inspiring pitch from Capt. Sherman
about preparing yourself through STEM
education efforts and the pathways for
challenging opportunities in the aviation
industry, which is part of a growing UAL outreach
effort.

So, with this exciting aviation-industry
connection made, we jumped at the
opportunity to collaborate with Kelvin and
his team to arrange for a tour. Twenty-two of
our members, young eagles, young aviators,
and affiliate guest members and parents
showed up for a 4-hour tour that included a
UAL provided Box lunch. Kelvin, his colleague
(1st Officer Robert Fenrick) and Master
Aviation Mechanic (George Constantineau)
escorted us through-out the maintenance
facility which anyone could get lost in if you
didn’t know your way around.
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Keeping in line with the planned itinerary, after lunch, we then
traveled to the Coastguard Air San Francisco (CGAS) located
opposite side of the main airport, which coincidently offers
exceptional views of a variety of aircraft on the ground. We were
met by (1st Lieutenant Elliott Williams) who is a pilot with the
United States Coast Guard. 1st Lieutenant Williams gave us a tour
of the Station HQ, offices, and pilot lounge where the pilots, crew
and mechanics call home during their tour of duties.

Thank You!
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EAA Chapter 20, it’s Board
of
Directors,
Chapter
Members, Young Eagles,
Young Aviators, Affiliate
members and Guests
extend our appreciation to
the UAL Team and U.S.
Coast Guard for taking
their time to sponsor this
amazing opportunity to
tour their facilities and
operation centers.
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Young Eagles
May 19th
Thanks to the dedication of the pilots,
operations, and ground crew, we flew (21
kids), 15 of which were new YE’s taking their
first flight in a light airplane. The turn-out
was slow at first but quickly picked up a bit
later. Speaking of which, we were actually in
a “holding pattern” due to the weather
conditions for about 35 minutes, specifically
the cloud ceiling of ~1800 ft. (over the
airport) and some initial gusty winds so we
got a bit of a late start.
Bob Leuten sent an email to me early in
the AM and indicated the Sunol pass was
non-VFR so a No-Go for him. A bit later,
it was mostly clearing to the East side so
we got going and limited our flights in
that area. We did have some of our
return kids from the last event who we
gave a raincheck to and more or less
managed the parents and kids a bit
better this go round. On that note and in
an effort for continual improvement, I
will be generating our chapter YE
operation policy for the benefit of our
“Customers”, Parents and Kids alike so
they have a better idea of the
community service that is being
provided to them and some general
guidelines for how we conduct these
events.
As always, it takes the cooperation of our Pilots, Operations and Ground Crew” teams
for any successful event!
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Specifics
1) We flew 21 YE's and 15 of them were "First
Flight"
2) We had (3 Pilots)
3) We received $20 in donations during the event
Pilots:
1) Greg Blanc in the RV-8 (4)
2) Oliver Coolidge the Flying 12 club plane Rans
Coyote (5)
3) Andre Taube in his C172 (12)
Operations:
1) Liezel Taube, Elizabeth Dougherty, Don Cooper
YE Ground Volunteers:
1) Carter Blair, James Gay, Daniel Levin
VIP CH 20 Volunteers:
1) Bob Davis, Ted McNamara, Jill Coolidge
San Carlos Airport Operations:
1) Sunny
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ON THE HORIZON…
Here is what is happening at EAA
20 during the next few months:

EAA20 Young Eagles Monthly Event
10:00am - 12:00pm --3rd Saturday Each Month
Next – Jun 16th , July 21st , Aug 18th
EAA Chapter 20 participates in the Young Eagles
program, which offers free flights to anyone between 8 and 17
years old. See the Young Eagles page on (eaa20.org) for more
information. Young Eagles flies on the third Saturday of every
month, from 10am-12pm

Chapter 20 Monthly Meetings
7:00pm - 8:30pm 2nd Tuesday of every Month
Jun 12th , July 10th , Aug 14th
Hiller Aviation Museum, San Carlos Airport, 601 Skyway Rd
We are…
-A community of passionate aviation
enthusiasts that promotes and supports
recreational flying.
Our vision…
-A vibrant and growing aviation community.
Our mission…
-To grow participation in aviation by
promoting the “Spirit of Aviation.”

We serve the community by:
•Inspiring new participants in aviation
•Inviting the public to experience flight
•Providing a compelling view of possibilities
•Nurturing interest in aviation
•Supporting clear pathways to participation
•Enriching the participation experience
•Protecting rights and the freedom to fly
•Encouraging affordable knowledge, information, and
resources
•Embracing diverse interests, camaraderie, and fun
•Supporting and promoting aviation events and activities

RV-12
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The Biggest Little Air Show
San Carlos Airport!
Saturday, June 2, 2018
10 AM - 1 PM

Flight demonstrations
from 10:30 am - Noon!

Big things come in small packages in an amazing aerial display at the Hiller Aviation Museum!
Join the festivities as the Biggest Little Air Show celebrates the Museum’s 20th Anniversary since
opening in 1998. Enjoy a thrilling aerobatic performance by airshow pilot Rich Perkins and his full-sized
Yak-54 Russian Thunder airplane along with demonstrations of exceptional radio controlled
models. San Carlos Airport will close to regular traffic from 10:30 am to noon to allow realistic jet- and
propeller-powered model aircraft to roll down the runway and into the sky to take their part in a
unique aerial extravaganza. Performances will include RC aerobatic helicopters, Jets, Drones,
quadrotors and high performance model rockets. Also this year will be formation flying by full size
aircraft and a parachute jump by the Alan Eustace, world record holder for highest parachute jump.
Performers are scheduled to include:
•
Rich Perkins flying his Yak 54 Russian Thunder airplane in a full aerobatic routine
•
RC Flyers model aircraft demonstrations
•
Aerobatic gyroscopic routines
•
3D aerobatic helicopters
•
Drone racing
•
Jets and other RC aircraft
•
Model rockets
Beautifully detailed radio control model aircraft will be on display at the Museum from 10 AM to 1 PM,
with air show flight demonstrations from 10:30 AM to 12 PM! Drone demonstrations from 12-1pm in
the Drone Plex!
Event is included with Museum admission—no charge to Museum Members! Capacity is limited and
advanced ticket purchase is recommended

For more info
www.hiller.org
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•Pilot supply shop
•Transportation
services
•Taxi and limousine
•All based at San
Carlos Airport

620 Airport Dr. # 9 • San Carlos CA 94070
ph. 650-592-2322 • sqlaviation.com

“A little bit of everything you need".
•Complete Pilot Supplies:
•Current AFDS, IFR Plates, Enroute, Sectionals, and more
•Electronics
•Periodicals and literature
•Models and gifts
•Souvenirs
•ATM Machine, Snacks
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HELP!
We are a vibrant and exciting EAA chapter. Our
membership includes an incredible set of aviation related
experiences in life.
Share your story – or any story
that you may want to share with
our EAA20 community.
OR
•Items for sale or free
•Activities or charities in which you are looking for support
•Articles about flying or life experiences
•Profiles of special people
•Causes that you are promoting or are passionate about

OR
•Most anything you think our members would like to know
about.
Standing by for your help
Jack Baumgarten
jackbaumgarten@sbcglobal.net
650 218 2225 cell
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